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Abstra t
In his Dis

ourse on the Method of Rightly Condu ting the Reason,

, Rene Des artes sought \ lear and
ertain knowledge of all that is useful in life." Almost three enturies
later, in \The foundations of mathemati s," David Hilbert tried to
\re ast mathemati al de nitions and inferen es in su h a way that
they are unshakable." Hilbert's program relied expli itly on formal
systems (equivalently, omputational systems) to provide ertainty in
mathemati s. The on epts of omputation and formal system were
not de ned in his time, but Des artes' method may be understood as
seeking ertainty in essentially the same way.
In this arti le, I explain formal systems as on rete artifa ts, and
investigate the way in whi h they provide a high level of ertainty|
arguably the highest level a hievable by rational dis ourse. The ri h
understanding of formal systems a hieved by mathemati al logi and
omputer s ien e in this entury illuminates the nature of programs,
su h as Des artes' and Hilbert's, that seek ertainty through rigorous
analysis.
and Seeking Truth in the S ien es

I presented this paper on 30 O tober 1999, at the 1999{2000 Sawyer
Seminar at the University of Chi ago, Computer S ien e as a Human S ien e:
the Cultural Impa e of Computerization.
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1

S holarly Dis laimer

I use the writings of several ex ellent thinkers|Des artes, Hilbert, Curry,
Ma Lane|to stimulate insight regarding the deliberate and a idental use
of formal systems in philosophi al and mathemati al thought. I believe that
all of my quotes are interpreted sensibly, but I am not trying to infer the
a tual beliefs or intentions of the authors. Nor am I trying to make a fair
representation of the whole of their works. Rather, I am taking the writings
of these authors as tools to be applied at need, and sele ting only those
writings that relate to my topi .
The modern authors in my list are all well versed in the on ept of formal
system, and it is lear that they intended to dis uss su h systems, whether or
not they would agree with my own use of those dis ussions. Des artes had no
a ess to a de nition of formal system (although he fo used mu h attention
on Eu lidean geometry, whi h we re ognize now as a formal system). I will
argue that it makes sense, in retrospe t, to apply many of Des artes' ideas
to formal systems, but I make no laim that Des artes himself would have
done so under some sort of ounterfa tual assumptions.
My topi , then, is the illumination of ertain lines of thought using the
on ept of formal systems. I wel ome the ontributions of great thinkers to
that topi , whether those ontributions are intentional or a idental.
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Computational Con epts
in Un omputational Topi s

This arti le onstitutes part of a larger program of my own, to onne t omputer s ien e to other dis iplines in an unusual way. I am familiar with
interdis iplinary work
 that uses omputations on ele troni devi es to al ulate the onse-

quen es of various theories, or

 that applies the methods of other dis iplines to study the behavior of

systems omprising omputers and other entities (su h as people).

I intend a third form of onne tion between omputer s ien e and other
dis iplines
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 that applies on epts from omputer s ien e to illuminate phenomena

studied by other dis iplines.

Computation is a sort of behavior, and the ele troni al gizmos that we
now all \ omputers" are not the only devi es that exhibit that sort of behavior. A few de ades ago, \ omputer" was a job title for a person, and
Alan Turing alled his proposed gizmo an \Automated Computing Engine,"
to distinguish it from a human \ omputer." Other systems in the world may
exhibit omputational behavior un ons iously. The on ept of omputation
was developed quite learly before the onstru tion of automati omputers.
But, familiarity with the behavior of automati omputers makes some ideas,
that on e seemed highly ar ane and subtle, intuitively a essible to a mu h
wider range of thinkers than before.
Computational on epts may now be applied to understand phenomena
in quantum physi s, thermodynami s, probability, geneti s, and immunology.
In this arti le, I follow another su h appli ation to philosophy.
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Formal Systems and Computation

The phrase \formal system" is widely misunderstood, even by mathematiians who profess formalist foundations for their work. Perhaps a qui k way
to re ne the understanding of \formal" is to onsider its opposite. In ommon
use, the opposite of \formal" might be \ asual," or \relaxed," or \unrigorous." Mathemati ians often all a derivation \informal" if it is in omplete
or not des ribed quite thoroughly. None of these is a sensible opposite to
\formal" for our purposes. A formal system is one that deals with the forms
of arrays of symbols and relations between them|a proper opposite is a ontentual system that deals with the ontent or meaning of arrays of symbols.
Here is an example des ription of a formal system apturing a tiny bit of
mathemati s.

Example 1 (A formal system for in rementing integers.)

Figure 1 des ribes derivation rules for a simple formal system. The left
olumn presents the rules s hemati ally, and the right olumn provides an
alternate presentation in English. In the formal system des ribed above, we
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You may start with two opies of
the same sequen e of `0's `1's and
`"'s, with `=' between them.
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You may repla e the pair `0' followed immediately by `"' with `1'.
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You may repla e the pair `1' followed immediately by `"' with `"0'.
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You may repla e `"' by `1' when it
follows immediately after `='.

Figure 1: Derivation rules for a formal system for in rementing integers
may derive `11" = 100' as follows:
11" = 11"
11" = 1"0
11" = "00
11" = 100

End Example 1



The formal system of Example 1 may be understood as a presentation of
the theory of nonnegative integers expressed in binary notation, with the
operation of adding one indi ated by pla ing `"' to the right of an integer.
The derivation in the example may be understood to demonstrate, in more
familiar notation, that 3 + 1 = 4.
One more example suggests the variability and power of formal systems,
at the ost of appearing very esoteri in interpretation.

Example 2 (A simple formal system apable of all omputation.)

Figure 2 shows the two rules for manipulation in a famous formal system
alled the Combinator Cal ulus.
The English des ription of the rules is too long and tangled to be worth
inspe ting here. The pi tures should be lear enough, as long as we understand that
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Figure 2: Derivation rules for the Combinator Cal ulus
 The system deals entirely with nite binary bran hing tree diagrams,

where the end of ea h path is labelled with exa tly one of the symbols
`S' or `K'. Su h a tree diagram is alled a ombinator.

 You may start with any ombinator.
 In Figure 2, the x, y , and

in dashed triangles may be repla ed by
any ombinators, as long as in ea h appli ation of a rule, ea h of the
x triangles is repla ed by a opy of the same ombinator, similarly for
ea h of the y triangles and ea h of the z triangles.
z

 When a stru ture of the form given by the left-hand side of one of the

two rules in Figure 2 appears anywhere within a ombinator, you may
repla e that stru ture by the orresponding stru ture on the right-hand
side of the same rule.

In the formal system of the Combinator Cal ulus, we may repla e a ertain
ombination of four `K's and two `S's by the ombination of the two `S's,
using the derivation in Figure 3. We may always eliminate a ertain ombination of an `S' and two `K's, as shown in the s hemati derivation of
Figure 4.
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This derivation takes two steps with Rule 1 to derive a tree with two Ss.
Intuitively, the leftmost two Ks sele t the red S from the surrounding Ks.
The ve-sided dashed gures are not part of the derivation: they just show
where the rules are applied.
Figure 3: A derivation in the Combinator Cal ulus
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This s hemati derivation takes two steps, rst with Rule 2 and then with
Rule 1, to rea h the s hemati tree at the bottom. Intuitively, the ombination of one S and two Ks above a ts as an identity operator applied to the
tree that lls in for a.
The ve-sided dashed gures are not part of the derivation: they just show
where the rules are applied.
Figure 4: A s hemati derivation in the Combinator Cal ulus
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End Example 2



The useful interpretations of the Combinator Cal ulus are too long to des ribe here. The interesting qualities of this formal system for our purposes
are
 it is best des ribed in terms of binary bran hing tree diagrams, instead

of sequen es of symbols;

 although it has only two rather simple rules, it is apable of deriv-

ing values of every fun tion that is omputable by every other formal
system.

The derivation in Figure 3 shows how two `K's may be used to sele t the
middle of a sequen e of three stru tures (in this ase, the middle stru ture
is just an `S', marked red to help you follow the pro ess). Noti e that the
regions in the green dashed lines ontain the pattern in the left-hand side of
Rule 1.
1. In the rst step, the leftmost K mat hes the K in the left-hand side
of Rule 1, and the next two Ks to the right ll in for the x and y .
Following Rule 1, this whole stru ture with three letters is repla ed by
K ( lling in for x in the rule).
2. In the se ond step, the leftmost K mat hes the K in the left-hand side
of Rule 1, the red S lls in for the x, and the se ond K lls in for the
y . Following Rule 1, this whole stru ture with three letters is repla ed
by S ( lling in for x in the rule).
We qui kly get bored doing one derivation at a time, and noti e s hemati
derivations |patterns that an be expanded into in nitely many di erent
but similar derivations. The s hemati derivation in Figure 4 shows how
an appropriate ombination of an `S' and two `K's represents the identity
fun tion: when applied to any ombinator a it produ es (after two derivation
steps) a alone. Figure 4 is s hemati in the sense that, although it does not
present a derivation per se, every systemati repla ement of the triangles
ontaining a and b in the gure yields a derivation.
1. In the rst step, the leftmost S mat hes the S in the left-hand side of
Rule 2, the two Ks ll in for x and y , and whatever lls in for a also lls
in for z in the rule. Following Rule 2, this whole stru ture is repla ed
by the ombination of two Ks and two as.
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2. In the se ond step, the leftmost K mat hes the K in the left-hand side
of Rule 2, the leftmost a lls in for x, and the se ond ombination of K
with a lls in for y . This whole stru ture is repla ed by a single opy
of a.
The idea of a s hemati derivation is worth some attention, as it illustrates the highly re exive way in whi h formal systems provide reasoning
power. Most of the intuitively important observations about formal systems are s hemati |they are observations of patterns in the derivations of
the formal system, rather than individual derivations. But, there is another formal system ontaining the derivations of the Combinator Cal ulus,
and also derivations with formal variable symbols. Individual derivations in
the Combinator Cal ulus with variables orrespond to s hemati patterns
of derivations in the Combinator Cal ulus, in a rigorous way. There is yet
another formal system that models the orresponden e between s hemati
derivations in the Combinator Cal ulus and derivations in the Combinator
Cal ulus with variables.
But, the tri kiest twists are yet to ome. The Combinator Cal ulus was
designed spe i ally to be able to simulate the behavior of systems with
variables, in a variable-free style. So, the Combinator Cal ulus ontains a
pre ise model of the behavior of the Combinator Cal ulus with variables, and
therefore single derivations in the Combinator Cal ulus an demonstrate the
behaviors of s hemati derivations in the Combinator Cal ulus. And, there's
a formal system that models the orresponden e between the Combinator
Cal uli with and without variables, and the Combinator Cal ulus ontains a
model of that system, and : : : . Figure 5 suggests the systems and relations
des ribed above, but of ourse the real pi ture is in nitely large, and in nitely
more ompli ated.
Formal systems an be used to study one another in highly tangled and
re exive, but also powerful and produ tive, ways. This tangled re exivity
has a lot to do with the e e tiveness of formal methods, and it is no doubt the
sour e of a lot of the onfusion about the pre ise relationship between formal
systems, mathemati s, and the rest of the world. Saunders Ma Lane tra es
the re exivity of formal systems within mathemati s rather thoroughly in
Mathemati s, form and fun tion.
Those who pay attention to su h things appear to a ept unanimously
that
 formal systems, su h as the one des ribed in Example 1, may be treated
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Figure 5: Variations on Combinator Cal ulus and their modeling relations
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as pure symboli games, without referring to any meaning that might
be asso iated with their symbols; and
 formal systems are at the heart of mathemati s.

Unfortunately, many thinkers (in luding working mathemati ians) also appear to mis onstrue the detailed nature of formal systems, and their parti ular relation to mathemati s.

Symbols and form as physi al obje ts, vs. abstra t onstru ts. A
natural and ommon view of formal systems holds that they des ribe physi al
operations that may be applied to ink on paper, or at least to spe i ally typographi al presentations of symbols with spe i geometri al shapes. This
view makes formal systems satisfyingly on rete and physi al at rst glan e,
but it also makes them very puzzling, sin e the parti ular qualities of, for
example, ink spread on paper, have little to do with the interesting qualities of formal systems. The a tual pra ti e of presenting formal systems
argues against a spe i physi al view. Pra titioners of formal studies routinely a ept and appear to understand presentations with ink on paper,
halk on slate, ele tron beams bombarding phosphors, sound vibrations in
the air, and ele tro hemi al systems in the brain. The mental presentation is
uniquely important, sin e it alone is irrepla able when we use formal systems
as thinking tools. But, in essen e, it is still just another presentation.
Formal systems surely have to do with the forms of arrays of symbols,
rather than the meanings of su h arrays. But, the symbols and arrays are best
understood as mental onstru ts, whi h may be ommuni ated through any
physi al presentation that satis es all the parties to a dis ussion. Haskell
Curry explains this view rather well in Outline of a Formalist Philosophy
of Mathemati s. Curry even hallenges the ommon notion that arrays of
symbols should always be presented as linear sequen es of hara ters, a widely
a epted view that appears to me to derive a identally from typographi al
te hnology. He argues that graphi al stru tures, usually in the form of trees
su h as those in Example 2, are more suitable for most appli ations of formal
systems in mathemati s. In prin iple, formal systems should be de ned using
whatever sorts of layouts of symbols are most e e tive for their parti ular
uses.
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Mathemati s as a formal system, vs. mathemati s as a study of formal systems. The se ond mis onstrual of formal systems has to do with

their parti ular relation to mathemati s. Many thinkers, espe ially working mathemati ians, appear to a ept the view that mathemati s is a game
played out by the rules of some formal system, or perhaps a olle tion of
su h games. That is, they a ept the notion that mathemati ians at work
are arrying out derivations in a formal system. A variation on this view
holds that, while mathemati ians at work may employ mental steps that do
not follow the rules of any well identi ed formal system, the orre tness of
that work depends on the possibility of re asting it as su h a formal derivation. The a tual pra ti e of mathemati s is viewed as a slightly risky, but
more eÆ ient, predi tion of the results of parti ular formal derivations. Ma
Lane alls the notion of mathemati s as an arbitrary formal game \vulgar
formalism." I annot nd an expli it profession of \vulgar formalism," even
with a more digni ed title, in print. But, I have heard mathemati ians and
users of mathemati s express su h views in asual onversation, and they
sounded serious.
If mathemati s is indeed the playing out of a game whose rules have only
to do with the super ial forms of symbols, and nothing to do with their useful meanings, we are naturally puzzled why mathemati s appears to be useful
as a tool for pra ti al work. R. W. Hamming and E. P. Wigner expressed this
puzzlement in papers alled \The unreasonable e e tiveness of mathemati s"
and \The unreasonable e e tiveness of mathemati s in the natural s ien es,"
respe tively, whose titles are quoted widely by mathemati ians who worry
that a mere formal system should not apture s ienti ideas with real-world
ontent. I think that it is mu h more sensible to view mathemati s as a study
with real obje tive ontent, whose e e tiveness is a result of the widespread
appli ability of that ontent. (Hamming and Wigner do not seem to hold a
formalist view of mathemati s themselves, and their papers ontain a lot of
interesting dis ussion of the a tual pra ti e of mathemati s and s ien e.)
Rather than mathemati s itself being a formal game, I support the view
that mathemati s is essentially a rigorous study of the behavior of formal
systems. Confusion about the relation of mathemati s to formal systems
probably derives largely from the way in whi h mathemati al tools are parti ularly e e tive for studying te hni al methodologi al issues in the pra ti e
of mathemati s itself. For example, in mathemati al logi we study formal
systems that are designed to illuminate mathemati al reasoning. It is not
hard to mis onstrue this appli ation of formal tools to the study of mathe12

mati s as an a priori embedding of mathemati s into a formal system.
Saunders Ma Lane explains the role of formal systems in mathemati s
very thoroughly in Mathemati s, Form and Fun tion, in luding the onvolutions indu ed by the re exive uses of mathemati s. Haskell Curry overed
similar ground earlier in Outline of a Formalist Philosophy of Mathemati s. I
nd Curry's dis ussion less satisfying in its treatment of a tual mathemati al
a tivity, but he ontributes a slogan whi h I nd extremely useful as long as
it is used to stimulate thought, rather than as a nal on lusion:
Mathemati s is the s ien e of formal systems.
That is, mathemati s is not just the playing of a formally de ned game; it
has obje tive ontent|the qualities of formal systems. I propose another
slogan to stimulate similar thought from a slightly di erent point of view:
The ontent of mathemati s is form.
For present purposes, it is important that formal systems are real, obje tive,
but not physi al, things, that we an be highly ertain about their behavior,
and that the obje tive study of formal systems is at least a large part of
the ontent of mathemati s. But, it is not important to maintain Curry's
slogan, or mine, as a pre ise hara terization of everything in the pra ti e of
mathemati s. Read Mathemati s, Form and Fun tion for a areful dis ussion
of the ri h variety of a tivities involved in the a tual pra ti e of mathemati s.
The re exivity of formal systems that we observed in regard to Example 2
may easily lead the unwary from a view of mathemati s as a study heavily
on erned with formal systems, ba k to the \vulgar formalist" view of mathemati s as a parti ular formal system. If patterns of derivations in formal
systems, and in lasses of formal systems, an be modeled su essfully by
other formal systems, perhaps there is no real di eren e between the vulgar
and re ned versions of formalism. But, the vulgar view leads to an in nite
regress of modeling systems in one another, explained very ni ely by Lewis
Carroll in \What the tortoise said to A hilles." As a last defense, the vulgar
formalist might point out that we may hoose an individual formal system,
su h as the Combinator Cal ulus, that is apable of modeling the behavior
of every other formal system. Perhaps this uts o the in nite regress, by
taking the Combinator Cal ulus as the single sour e of all formal des ription
(I an't resist omparing it to the bottom turtle in the famous story of the
world being supported by \turtles all the way down."). No, there is still an
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in nite regress of modeling steps. The Combinator Cal ulus provides a single
language in whi h ea h of the modeling steps may be des ribed, but it does
not ure the in nitude of steps.

Chara terizing formal systems in general. I have avoided anything

like a general de nition of formal system until now, be ause I think that it's
hard to appre iate the omponents of su h a de nition without some previous
observation of formal systems and their uses.

De nition 1 (Formal system)

 A formal alphabet is a nite set of dis rete symbols, reliably distin-

guishable from one another.

 A formal language is a set of nite dis rete arrangements of symbols

from a given formal alphabet, with a lear and unambiguous hara terization of the relevant qualities of an arrangement.

 A formal system is a system of rules for deriving some of the arrange-

ments of symbols from a given formal language, with a lear and unambiguous hara terization of the manipulations that are and are not
allowed as steps in su h derivations.

End De nition 1



Mathemati al treatments of formal systems tend to use parti ular onventional styles of presentation of formal alphabets, languages, and rules, leading to the illusion that formality onsists of following su h a style. Following
a epted mathemati al style is not ne essary for the presentation of a formal system|it is ertainly feasible to establish other onventions that are
equally as lear and unambiguous. Nor is it suÆ ient|it requires some
pre-indo trination in the rules and meaning of the onventional style. But,
the use of mathemati ally onventional style is generally eÆ ient, sin e the
pre-indo trination is reusable for presenting lots of di erent formal systems.
What is ru ial, though, is the lear and unambiguous mutual understanding
of all parties to a dis ussion about a formal system. Often, that understanding is best established by some questions and answers with examples. In
pra ti e, we an be highly su essful in establishing mutual understanding
of the rules of a formal system.
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Finally, why do I present a study of formal systems as part of my program
to apply ideas from omputer s ien e to other dis iplines? A derivation in a
formal system is pre isely the same thing as a omputation. Computational
systems and formal systems are the same things, and studies of the two di er
in the qualities that one is motivated to onsider, rather than the obje ts
under study. Alan Turing's \On omputable numbers, with an appli ation to
the Ents heidungsproblem," and Emil Post's \Finite ombinatory pro esses"
explore the human apa ity for arrying out omputation in a pseudophysi al
style that omplements ni ely Curry's more methodologi al study.
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The Origin of Formal Systems

The on ept of formal systems was not designed by a ommittee to satisfy
a resear h ontra t|it arose from enturies of work by mathemati ians and
philosophers who were addressing individual problems with formal omponents, rather than seeking to design a general formal method, and it was
hara terized rigorously only in the early twentieth entury. Nonetheless,
I propose that we understand formal systems as a on ept that is adapted
very pre isely to meet sensible goals, even though its design was mu h more
evolutionary than ons ious. The value of formal systems an best be appre iated by onsidering how a titious on eptual engineer might have
designed them.
The earliest useful formal system that I an identify is the system of nonnegative integers, also alled the ounting numbers. We are so familiar with
the ounting numbers that many people sense that they are real obje tive
physi al obje ts. I nd that numbers are real and obje tive, but not physi al. The physi al view of numbers appears to be founded on experien es
with olle tions of dis rete obje ts, su h as pebbles pla ed in a bowl. Arguably 3 + 1 = 4 is an observable physi al fa t, be ause the result of pla ing
3 pebbles in a bowl, then adding 1 more pebble, yields 4 pebbles in the bowl.
But, the physi al observations that support the on ept of ounting numbers
must be ltered by some previous understanding of number. When we pla e
3 drops of water in a bowl, then add 1 more drop of water, we nd 1 drop of
water in the bowl. This experien e does not lead us to question the validity
of 3 + 1 = 4, nor even to view it as a mere approximation of the truth about
numbers. Rather, it leads us to on lude that the number of distinguishable
drops of water in a bowl does not follow the rules of addition of ounting
15

numbers.
If the ounting numbers are not physi al observables, are they merely
psy hologi al ephemera, or even illusions? I think not. The a tual pra ti e of arithmeti in the world suggests that we understand the ounting
numbers very well as essentially on eptual onstru ts in a formal system
(Curry alled them formal obje ts, or obs for short). A bit more arefully,
the system of ounting numbers represents the ommon properties of a large
lass of formal systems, ea h of whi h ontains obje ts representing the numbers and derivations orresponding to arithmeti al ulations with numbers.
3 + 1 = 4, then, is an observation about the qualities of the formal systems
of ounting numbers. We may onvin e ourselves very reliably that 3 + 1 = 4
by hoosing a parti ular formal system, and arrying out a derivation similar to the one in Example 1. In fa t, the pra ti e of pla ing pebbles in a
bowl an be understood as a presentation of a formal system for the ounting numbers|perhaps as an approximate presentation, sin e the bowl has a
limited apa ity.
The usefulness of formal systems (and the e e tiveness of mathemati s)
derives from the fa t that many natural phenomena are exa t or approximate
presentations of formal systems. If we an identify su h formal systems
and dis over their properties, we an hara terize some of the properties
of the orresponding natural phenomena. Sin e formal systems may use
any pre isely and unambiguously hara terized notion of pattern, we have
a han e to apply formal systems to all natural phenomena in whi h we
re ognize su h patterns. Reasoning about formal systems is useful be ause it
often tells us that the presen e of one pattern that we have observed entails
the presen e of another pattern that we have not noti ed. For example, the
pattern of de nition of numeri al addition in terms of su essor entails that
the result of addition is independent of order. This famous pattern is the
ommutative property of addition, written x + y = y + x in algebrai texts.
Our understanding even of primitive propositions, su h as 3 + 1 = 4,
involves the re ognition of patterns among formal systems, rather than the
mere exer ise of a single formal system. Nobody really endorses 3+1 = 4 just
be ause of the spe i derivation in Example 1. Rather, we re ognize that
a large lass of formal systems exhibit ertain qualities in ommon, whi h
we regard as the form of numeri al arithmeti , and that all of these systems
share a pattern whi h we des ribe by 3 + 1 = 4. The derivation in Example 1
is simultaneously an example of the 3 + 1 = 4 pattern in a parti ular formal
system, and a formal presentation of the pattern of reasoning that we follow
16

in re ognizing the 3 + 1 = 4 pattern as an unavoidable onsequen e of the
qualities shared by all of the formal presentations of numeri al arithmeti .
If they are mental and abstra t, rather than physi al, how an formal
systems be real and obje tive? They were evolved to be so, by eliminating
from mental pro esses all the parts that we annot agree on reliably. Suppose
that we tasked our titious on eptual engineer to produ e a method of
reasoning, and ommuni ating the results of reasoning, with the greatest
possible apability for
 minimizing the physi al ost of reasoning and ommuni ation, and
 maximizing obje tive ertainty in the on lusions derived by reasoning.

If he were suÆ iently brilliant, our engineer might onsider that manipulation
of symbols an be made physi ally very heap, be ause we are always at
liberty to substitute a lighter weight symbol for a heavier one, as long as
all parties to a dis ussion re ognize the same sele tion of symbols. Next,
the rules for manipulating symbols should be based on the forms of arrays
of those symbols, rather than a parti ular assigned meaning, in order to
allow reasoners to maximize obje tive ertainty. If the rules for manipulating
symbols depend on their meanings, then our ertainty about the orre tness
of manipulations is limited by our ertainty about the behavior of the things
that they refer to. We would like to use reasoning to illuminate qualities of
things about whi h we are initially quite un ertain. So, we hoose rules that
refer only to the forms of arrays of symbols, and then we are at liberty to
present the arrays and the rules in ways that we have dis overed in pra ti e
to be thoroughly lear and unambiguous. It appears that our on eptual
engineer has just designed for us the highly su essful method of reasoning
with formal systems.
Those with a taste for ontologi al studies may nd my treatment of formal systems disturbingly ir ular. Instead of hara terizing the essen e of
formal systems, and showing why that essen e leads to ertainty about the
results of reasoning, I suggest that formal systems are the systems that we
design for ourselves by refusing to deal with material about whi h we are
un ertain. I on ede the ir ularity, but I think that it represents the best
way of understanding formal systems. They are so ial obje ts, designed for
the purpose of ommuni ation. Be ause the design is so su essful, they a quire an a posteriori air of ne essity. In the next se tion, I tra e the quest for
ertainty through the work of Des artes and Hilbert, and I think that this
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ir ular and somewhat negative view is at least highly onsistent with their
published ideas.
Another famously su essful early example of a formal system is Eu lidean
geometry. Pra titioners of geometry did not show lear understanding of the
formal quality that hara terized their work, but they had a strong intuitive
sense that this work was reliable in a way quite di erent from other philosophi al inquiries. Oddly, geometry was held for enturies to be an exa t
des ription of the layout of the physi al universe, and the oexisten e of formal ertainty with physi al fa tuality puzzled thinkers, su h as Emmanuel
Kant. Now we understand very well the sense in whi h geometry is a formal
system and the resulting ertainty in its on lusions, but we no longer believe
that it des ribes the physi al universe exa tly.
5

Des artes' and Hilbert's Quests for
Certainty

Des artes' Dis ourse as a task des ription for the design of formal
systems. In his Dis ourse on the Method of Rightly Condu ting the Reason, and Seeking Truth in the S ien es, Rene Des artes sought \ lear and
ertain knowledge of all that is useful in life." He des ribed a method that he
expe ted to lead to su h \ lear and ertain knowledge," given enough time
and areful e ort. Although it does not expli itly distinguish formal from
ontentual reasoning, the Dis ourse may be understood as ontaining a task
des ription for our titious engineer, and substantial good advi e to lead
her toward her brilliant design.
Although he never showed an expli it awareness of something like formal
systems, Des artes re ognized mathemati s, and geometry in parti ular, as
a domain in whi h ertainty had been a hieved.

I was espe ially delighted with the mathemati s, on a ount of
the ertitude and eviden e of their reasonings; but I had not
as yet a pre ise knowledge of their true use; and thinking that
they but ontributed to the advan ement of the me hani al arts,
I was astonished that foundations, so strong and solid, should
have had no loftier superstru ture reared on them. On the other
hand, I ompared the disquisitions of the an ient Moralists to
very towering and magni ent pala es with no better foundation
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than sand and mud: they laud the virtues very highly, and exhibit
them as estimable far above anything on earth; but they give us
no adequate riterion of virtue, and frequently that whi h they
designate with so ne a name is but apathy, or pride, or despair,
or parri ide.
In the des ription of his method, Des artes does not expli itly mention the
need for obje tive judgments, nor the need to ommuni ate reasoning to
others. But, in the supporting material he laims that others an follow his
own method, and in parti ular that even hildren may follow the rules of
arithmeti .
The hild, for example, who has been instru ted in the elements
of Arithmeti , and has made a parti ular addition, a ording to
rule, may be assured that he has found, with respe t to the sum
of the numbers before him, all that in this instan e is within the
rea h of human genius. Now, in on lusion, the Method whi h
tea hes adheren e to the true order, and an exa t enumeration
of all the onditions of the thing sought, in ludes all that gives
ertitude to the rules of Arithmeti .
Here Des artes mentions his admiration of geometry.
The long hains of simple and easy reasonings by means of whi h
geometers are a ustomed to rea h the on lusions of their most
diÆ ult demonstrations, had led me to imagine that all things,
to the knowledge of whi h man is ompetent, are mutually onne ted in the same way, and that there is nothing so far removed
from us as to be beyond our rea h, or so hidden that we annot
dis over it, provided only we abstain from a epting the false for
the true, and always preserve in our thoughts the order ne essary
for the dedu tion of one truth from another.
And here he laims that the on lusions of geometry are ertain pre isely
be ause the method of geometry follows his rules.
I was disposed straightway to sear h for other truths; and when
I had represented to myself the obje t of the geometers, whi h
I on eived to be a ontinuous body, or a spa e inde nitely extended in length, breadth, and height or depth, divisible into
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divers parts whi h admit of di erent gures and sizes, and of being moved or transposed in all manner of ways, (for all this the
geometers suppose to be in the obje t they ontemplate,) I went
over some of their simplest demonstrations. And, in the rst
pla e, I observed, that the great ertitude whi h by ommon onsent is a orded to these demonstrations, is founded solely upon
this, that they are learly on eived in a ordan e with the rules
I have already laid down.
Although Des artes probably did not understand ompletely the sense in
whi h geometry is a formal system, it is telling that he pi ks a formal system
as the only lear example of the su ess of his own method. It is reasonable
to on lude that Des artes intends his method, at least when it is applied to
mathemati al topi s, to oin ide with the method of reasoning with formal
systems.
I must on ede that Des artes' on eption of the ertainty of geometry
was not the same as the modern one. He surely believed that the postulates
of Eu lidean geometry represent ertain and axiomati knowledge about the
physi al universe. Relativisti physi s does not support the orre tness, mu h
less the ertainty, of the parallel postulate, and quantum physi s suggests fundamental aws in the on epts through whi h the postulates are expressed.
The ertainty in geometry now appears only to be that the postulates entail
a ri h set of additional information about Eu lidean on gurations. I prefer
to imagine that Des artes had a orre t, but vague, intuition about the real
ertainty in geometri dedu tions, and was wrong only about the ertainty
of its postulates, rather than to imagine that he had something radi ally
di erent from a formal system of geometry in mind.
Now, look at Des artes' des ription of his method. This is important
enough to quote in full, and in several versions. I give, rst, the English
translation by John Veit h, then the original Fren h written by Des artes,
then the Latin translation by Des artes' friend Etienne De Cour elles, whi h
was revised by Des artes himself, and nally an English translation by Lauren e J. La eur that ombines the Fren h version with the Latin: portions in
parentheses are from the Latin only, in square bra kets Fren h only, in other
portions the Fren h and Latin agree.
Des artes' rst rule states the requirement of ertainty in the results of
reasoning, although it does not mention obje tivity or agreement between
di erent reasoners. Its style is onsistent with my suggestion that we a hieve
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ertainty by reje ting all material that is un lear or ambiguous.
The rst was never to a ept anything for true whi h I did not
learly know to be su h; that is to say, arefully to avoid preipitan y and prejudi e, and to omprise nothing more in my
judgement than what was presented to my mind so learly and
distin tly as to ex lude all ground of doubt.
Le premier etait de ne re evoir jamais au une hose pour vraie
que je ne la onnusse evidemment ^etre telle: 'est-a-dire d'eviter
soigneusement la pre ipitation et la prevention; et de ne omprendre rien de plus en mes jugements, que e qui se presenterait si
lairement et si distin tement a mon esprit, que je n'eusse au une
o asion de le mettre en doute.
Primum erat, ut nihil unquam veluti verum admitterem nisi quod
erto & evidenter verum esse ognos erem; ho est, ut omnem
pr ipitantiam atque anti ipationem in judi ando diligentissime
vitarem; nihilque amplius on lusione omple terer quam quod
tam lare & distin te rationi me pateret, ut nullo modo in dubium possem revo are.
The rst rule was never to a ept anything as true unless I re ognized it to be ( ertainly and) evidently su h: that is, arefully to
avoid (all) pre ipitation and prejudgment, and to in lude nothing in my on lusions unless it presented itself so learly and
distin tly to my mind that there was no (reason [or) o asion℄
to doubt it. The se ond, to divide ea h of the diÆ ulties under examination into as many parts as possible, and as might be
ne essary for its adequate solution.
The se ond rule does not onne t dire tly to my dis ussion above, but it
resembles the reasoning used by Turing and Post in their omputational versions of formal systems, where they divided omputational steps into pie es
small enough that there ould be no doubt about their orre tness.
The se ond, to divide ea h of the diÆ ulties under examination
into as many parts as possible, and as might be ne essary for its
adequate solution.
Le se ond, de diviser ha une des diÆ ultes que j'examinerais, en
autant de par elles qu'il se pourrait et qu'il serait requis pour les
mieux resoudre.
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Alterum, ut diÆ ultates, quas essem examinaturus, in tot partes
dividerem, quot expediret ad illas ommodius resolvendas.
The se ond was to divide ea h of the diÆ ulties whi h I en ountered into as many parts as possible, and as might be required
for an easier solution.
The third rule does not make a de nitive onne tion to formal systems,
but it is ertainly onsistent with the progression, in formal systems of logi al
reasoning, from simple postulates to more subtle and omplex theorems.
The third, to ondu t my thoughts in su h order that, by ommen ing with obje ts the simplest and easiest to know, I might
as end by little and little, and, as it were, step by step, to the
knowledge of the more omplex; assigning in thought a ertain order even to those obje ts whi h in their own nature do not stand
in a relation of ante eden e and sequen e.
Le troisieme, de onduire par ordre mes pensees, en ommenant
par les objets les plus simples et les plus aises a onna^tre, pour
monter peu a peu, omme par degres jusqu'a la onnaissan e des
plus omposes, et supposant m^eme de l'ordre entre eux qui ne
se pre edent point naturellement les uns les autres.
Tertium ut ogitationes omnes, quas veritati qurend impenderem, erto semper ordine promoverem: in ipiendo s ili et a
rebus simpli issimis & ognitu fa illimis, ut paulatim, & quasi
per gradus, ad diÆ iliorum & magis ompositarum ognitionem
as enderem; in aliquem etiam ordinem illas mente disponendo,
qu se mutuo ex natura sua non pr edunt.
The third was to think in an orderly fashion (when on erned
with the sear h for truth), beginning with the things whi h were
simplest and easiest to understand, and gradually and by degrees rea hing toward more omplex knowledge, even treating, as
though ordered, materials whi h were not ne essarily so.
The fourth rule also expresses a ne essary, but not de nitive, quality of
formal systems.
And the last, in every ase to make enumerations so omplete,
and reviews so general, that I might be assured that nothing was
omitted.
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Et le dernier, de faire partout des denombrements si entiers, et
des revues si generales que je fusse assure de ne rien omettre.
A postremum, ut tum in qurendis mediis, tum in diÆ ultatum
partibus per urrendis, tam perfe te singula enumerarem & ad
omnia ir umspi erem, ut nihil a me omitti essem ertus.
The last was (, both in the pro ess of sear hing and in reviewing
when in diÆ ulty,) always to make enumerations so omplete,
and reviews so general, that I would be ertain that nothing was
omitted.
One annot dis uss the Dis ourse without mentioning its most famous
senten e: \Je pense, don je suis," \Cogito ergo sum," \I think, therefore
I am." I regard this fas inating senten e as an unsu essful attempt to apply the four rules. In parti ular, it represents an attempt to provide a new
postulate about existen e with the same sort of ertainty that Des artes asso iated, in orre tly, with the postulates of geometry. While formal systems
provide very strong ertainty about their derivations, his proposed extension
of ertain knowledge to fundamental postulates is probably impossible to
a hieve.

Hilbert restri ted Des artes' program to mathemati s. In \The

foundations of mathemati s," and \On the in nite," David Hilbert proposed
a program to \re ast mathemati al de nitions and inferen es in su h a way
that they are unshakable." Hilbert relied expli itly on formal systems as the
tool for a hieving unshakable ertainty regarding all of mathemati s. Although he did not refer expli itly to Des artes, we may read the rst part of
Hilbert's program as the restri tion of Des artes' program to mathemati s,
instead of \all that is useful in life."
In these le tures, Hilbert repeatedly uses the German word \inhaltli h."
The word has no pre ise English ounterpart in ommon usage. I have taken
Stefan Bauer-Mengelberg's translation to \ ontentual," whi h I understand
to mean referring to the ontent or meaning of assertions or formulae. \Contentual" is a sensible opposite to \formal." Curry translated \inhaltli h" as
\ ontensive." It is sometimes rendered as \intuitive," whi h I nd quite
misleading. It seems lear that Hilbert is distinguishing between form and
ontent|one may employ intuition in dealing with either of these. He refers
at least on e to the appli ation of \per eptual intuition" to forms.
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Hilbert's program has two major steps:
1. to re ast all of mathemati s within one formal system of reasoning, and
2. to prove, using only elementary reasoning about nite obje ts, the onsisten y of that formal system.
Step one may be understood as the restri tion of Des artes' program to mathemati s. If step one were su essful, then we would have a uniform formal
me hanism for deriving all mathemati al truths, but we would still take time
to produ e ea h individual truth. We would enjoy thorough ertainty that
our derivations were orre t in terms of the rules of the formal system, but
not that the rules that themselves were appropriate. Step two gives prima y
to the generation of one parti ular truth intended to se ure the orre tness
of step one against every on eivable hallenge. Hilbert was rea ting in parti ular to the dis overy of ontradi tions in basi set theory and the study
of in nitesimals in the di erential and integral al ulus, whi h he onsidered
as mathemati al atastrophes. Although step two holds the key to Hilbert's
motivation, I am on erned here with step one.
Hilbert expresses his intention to a hieve ertainty through formal systems quite expli itly.
I should like to eliminate on e and for all the questions regarding
the foundations of mathemati s, in the form in whi h they are
now posed, by turning every mathemati al proposition into a
formula that an be on retely exhibited and stri tly derived,
thus re asting mathemati al de nitions and inferen es in su h a
way that they are unshakable and yet provide an adequate pi ture
of the whole s ien e.
In my theory ontentual inferen e is repla ed by manipulation of
signs a ording to rules; in this way the axiomati method attains
that reliability and perfe tion that it an and must rea h if it is
to be ome the basi instrument of all theoreti al resear h.
[My theory's℄ aim is to endow mathemati al method with
de nitive reliability.

:::

It is ne essary to formalize the logi al operations and also the
mathemati al proofs themselves.
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A formalized proof, like a numeral, is a on rete and surveyable
obje t.
In mathemati al pra ti e, on epts of in nite obje ts are the ones that
seem to all on questionable ontentual intuitions, so Hilbert is parti ularly
on erned with formalizing those on epts.
Modes of inferen e employing the in nite must be repla ed generally by nite pro esses that have pre isely the same results.
Although Hilbert insists on formal systems as the only sour es of ertainty
in mathemati al inferen e, he appeals to dire t ontentual intuition for the
truth of basi numeri al equations, su h as 3 + 1 = 4.
We re ognize that we an obtain and prove [numeri al℄ truths
through ontentual intuitive onsiderations.
I laim that our ertainty about integer arithmeti derives from the essentially formal nature of the numbers (that is, the ontent of integer arithmeti
is a parti ular sort of form). Hilbert insists on a distin tion between the
ontentual appre iation of integer arithmeti and the formal des ription of
other on epts in mathemati s (he alls them \ideal" on epts, to indi ate
that they are not signi ant in themselves, but only as ways of organizing
arithmeti truths). But, the ertainty of integer arithmeti derives from our
ability to he k ea h formula by omputation, whi h is just derivation in a
formal system. I think it is fair to say that both the arithmeti ground of
Hilbert's mathemati s and its \ideal" superstru ture are essentially formal
systems, but that he onsiders the formal systems of arithmeti to be uniquely
hosen for some prior reasons, while he regards the rules for reasoning about
ideals as produ ts of a less onstrained design. In my view, the ontent of
integer arithmeti is a sort of form. Hilbert hooses to emphasize its status
as ontent, largely to ombat the riti ism of mathemati s as merely a game
played with symbols. But, our ertainty about integer arithmeti derives
from its formal nature.
Hilbert treats the on ept of formal systems as a pre-existing tool to be
used in his work. He mentions some key qualities of formal systems, but he
does not inquire expli itly into the origin of formal systems and the sour es
of ertainty.
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If logi al inferen e is to be reliable, it must be possible to survey
[mathemati al℄ obje ts ompletely in all their parts, and the fa t
that they o ur, that they di er from one another, and that they
follow ea h other, or are on atenated, is immediately given intuitively, together with the obje ts, as something that neither an
be redu ed to anything else nor requires redu tion.
Some passages at least suggest that we may regard formal systems as the
natural out ome of design requirements. The phrase below, \a ording to
the on eption we have adopted," seems to a knowledge that formalisms are
obje tive partly be ause we adopt pre isely those formal distin tions that all
parties agree to re ognize.
In mathemati s, in parti ular, what we onsider is the on rete
signs themselves, whose shape, a ording to the on eption we
have adopted, is immediately lear and re ognizable.
Hilbert's omparison of his approa h to the foundations of mathemati s to
other proposals is onsistent with the idea of formal systems as engineered
on epts.
Mathemati s is a presuppositionless s ien e. To found it I do
not need God, as does Krone ker, or the assumption of a spe ial
fa ulty of our understanding attuned to the prin iple of mathemati al indu tion, as does Poin are, or the primal intuition of
Brouwer, or, nally, as do Russell and Whitehead, axioms of
in nity, redu ibility, or ompleteness, whi h in fa t are a tual,
ontentual assumption that annot be ompensated for by onsisten y proofs.
A nal passage a knowledges the importan e of universal agreement, although it does not explain how formal systems lead to su h agreement.
Mathemati s in a ertain sense develops into a tribunal of arbitration, a supreme ourt that will de ide questions of prin iple|and
on su h a on rete basis that universal agreement must be attainable and all assertions an be veri ed.
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6

The Strength and S ope of Formal
Certainty

How ertain are formal derivations? Not absolutely ertain, sin e they

depend on onsensus regarding formal distin tions, and the orre t per eption of those formal distin tions through whatever senses we hoose for their
presentation. I nd this not very disturbing, and doubt the possibility of
absolute ertainty about anything. The orre tness of formal derivations is
at least as ertain as primitive sensual observations, su h as the sky is blue
and the sun rose this morning. They are more robust, sin e we are at liberty
to repeat the veri ation of a derivation to the limits of our attention and
toleran e for tedium, and to re ast the presentation of symbols whenever
we noti e a potential for error or ambiguity. Although not absolute, formal
derivations arguably enjoy the highest degree of obje tive ertainty that is
attainable by rational intelligen e.
The strength of ertainty is not purely quantitative|there are di erent
sorts of ertainty. When we stand on Gibraltar, we feel an a priori sort
of ertainty in the independent quality of that ro k as a support for our
feet. Certainty in the derivation of formal systems is a more so ial sort of
ertainty. It shares some of the qualities of our ertainty in an automobile
that is warranted by a reliable rm. We are on dent, but not that the auto
will always fun tion perfe tly. Rather, we are on dent that we an re ognize
deviations, and adjust the ma hine, with o asional appeal to the maker, so
that it eventually gets us where we want to go. Similarly, we are ertain
about derivations in formal systems be ause we an dete t errors, and we an
re ne our physi al presentations of arrays of symbols to over ome momentary
onfusion and ambiguity. Be ause of the extreme eÆ ien y and malleability
of the basi symboli materials underlying formal systems, the degree of
ertainty in nal su ess is mu h stronger than the degree of ertainty in
even the best engineered automobiles.

What assertions are we so ertain about? Stri tly, a formal system

only gives us strong ertainty that ertain derivations do or do not follow
the rules of the system. They do not and annot provide ertainty that
parti ular natural phenomena, su h as the on guration of paths followed
by parti les of light, follow pre isely the rules of a formal system, su h as
Eu lidean or non-Eu lidean geometry. But, the s ope of formally derived
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ertainty is mu h more valuable pra ti ally than this mere ertainty relative
to the rules suggests to pessimists. Reasoning about formal systems an give
us extremely high ertainty that the presen e of one formal pattern entails
the presen e of another. Sin e our observations of the universe abound in,
and arguably onsist entirely of, re ognitions of formal patterns, the a tual
e e tiveness of formal systems is substantial, and not at all unreasonable.

What are the formal limits on formal studies? Godel's famous in om-

pleteness theorem shows the rst step in Hilbert's program to be inherently
impossible to a hieve. No single formal system an derive all of the truths
of integer number theory. If we a ept that Des artes' program ontains the
rst step in Hilbert's, then his program is also inherently impossible. The
se ond step in Hilbert's program depends on the rst. But, if we hoose a
single formal system that is suÆ ient for some part of mathemati al pra ti e,
there is still value in proving the onsisten y of that limited system. Godel
also showed that onsisten y of one formal system requires reasoning that
is in some te hni al sense too powerful to be arried out in the system under study. It is natural to on lude that Hilbert's se ond step is impossible,
even a epting a limited a omplishment of the rst step. Takeuti pointed
out that the te hni al power of a system involved in Godel's theorem is not
ne essarily onne ted to the ontologi al level of our on den e in the system.
So, it makes sense to prove the onsisten y of a formal system using rules
of reasoning that are te hni ally more powerful, but intuitively more se ure,
than those of the system under investigation. The pra ti al impa t of this
approa h to Hilbert's se ond step has only been partially explored.
7

More to Think About

 For a deeper look at many of the issues introdu ed in this arti le, here

are some further readings from the bibliography.

{ Haskell B. Curry explores formalism as the ontent of mathemati s
in Outlines of a Formalist Philosophy of Mathemati s and Combinatory Logi , Volumes I and II. The two books on Combinatory
Logi are mostly full of mathemati al te hni alities, but the rst
hapter of ea h dis usses the philosophy of formalism and its relation to mathemati s. In parti ular, Chapter 11, the rst of Volume
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II, rea ts to misunderstanding of the presentation in Chapter 1 of
Volume I, perhaps by the same vulgar formalists who annoyed
Ma Lane.
A. M. Turing's \On omputable numbers" and E. Post's \Finite
ombinatory pro esses" explore the way that the stru ture of omputation derives from the physi al pro esses involved in omputing
by humans.
R. W. Hamming and E. P. Wigner, in \The unreasonable e e tiveness of mathemati s : : : ," explore the pra ti e of pure and
applied mathemati s, and des ribe some phenomena that support
the notion of mathemati s as the result of on eptual engineering.
S. Ma Lane, in Mathemati s, form and fun tion, gives the most
thorough and a urate treatment that I have seen of the ri h entanglement of mathemati s with formal systems at a number of
levels.
I annotated Des artes' Dis ourse, and the two le tures by Hilbert,
in somewhat more detail for a ollege ourse at the University
of Iowa. You may view the annotations on the World Wide Web at
http://www. s.u hi ago.edu/~odonnell/OData/Courses/22C:096/
Le ture notes/ ontents.html.

 Investigate the a tual evolution of systems of symbols, using linguisti

and psy hologi al methods to illuminate the weeding out of ambiguity
in re ognizing symbols and their arrangements (not the same as ambiguity in their meanings). Investigate the intera tion with eÆ ien y of
presentation.

 Find examples for early su essful uses of formal systems, besides in-

teger arithmeti and geometry. Seek, in parti ular, more primitive
systems that may not have been asso iated ons iously with mathemati s.

 Find examples for natural phenomena with formal properties as reliable

as the numeri al properties of pebbles in a bowl. Noti e limits on the
exa tness of even the best of these formal des riptions of nature (for
example, limits on the number of pebbles that might ever be ontained
in a bowl).
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 Tra e the hanging attitude toward formal geometry over the enturies.
 Follow the pre ursors of, and expli it referen es to, omputation and

formal systems through the works of other philosophers, parti ularly
Emmanuel Kant.

 Investigate the importan e of the re exivity of formal systems|the

formal study of formalism. Does it ontribute to the ertainty a hieved
by su h systems? How does it a e t the hara ter of formal studies?

 Present the story of Hilbert's program as a tragedy in the formal sense

de ned by Aristotle.

 Analyze omputational systems as systems designed to have obje tively

ommuni able results. Many qualities of omputational systems may
derive from the limitations of robust ommuni ation, due to the information bottlene k imposed by language. There might be a new type of
eviden e for the Chur h-Turing thesis here (thesis: Turing ma hines,
Combinatory Cal ulus, and some other known formal systems hara terize pre isely the omputable fun tions).
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